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Abstract: We report a trench-assisted heterogeneous multicore fiber optimized in terms of
higher-order dispersion and crosstalk for radiofrequency true time delay operation. The
analysis of the influence of the core refractive index profile on the dispersion slope and
effective index reveals a tradeoff between the behavior of the crosstalk against fiber
curvatures and the linearity of the propagation group delay. We investigate the optimization
of the multicore fiber in the framework of this tradeoff and present a design that features a
group delay relative error below 5% for an optical wavelength range up to 100 nm and a
crosstalk level below -80 dB for bending radii larger than 103 mm. The performance of the
true time delay line is validated in the context of microwave signal filtering and optical
beamforming for phased array antennas. This work opens the way towards the development
of compact fiber-integrated solutions that enable the implementation of a wide variety of
distributed signal processing functionalities that will be key in future fiber-wireless
communications networks and systems.
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1. Introduc
ction
Next generatiion global-scale Information Technology sccenarios, such as 5G commuunications
and the Interrnet of Thingss, will requiree new optical technologies to address the current
limitations to
o massive cap
pacity and con
nnectivity, [1]]. This involvves a full connvergence
between the optical
o
fiber and
a the wirelesss network seggments in term
ms of: (1) raddio access
distribution between a centrral office and different
d
remotte locations, inncluding Multiiple Input
Multiple Outp
put antenna con
nnectivity; and
d (2) broadbandd microwave pphotonics (MW
WP) signal
processing [2,3]. In our way
y to offer a com
mpact and smoooth fiber-wireeless matching solution,
we have prop
posed the usee of heterogen
neous multicorre fibers (MC
CFs) as the medium to
provide both distribution and
a
processing
g functionalitiies “simultaneeously”, leadinng to the
novel conceptt of “fiber-distrributed signal processing”
p
[44-6]. This approoach requires tthe use of
heterogeneous MCFs that arre dispersion en
ngineered to opperate as groupp-index-variabble optical
delay lines offfering true tim
me delay line (TTDL)
(
operaation for radioffrequency (RF
F) signals.
The TTDL is actually the basis
b
of multiple MWP signaal processing aapplications thaat will be
key in futurre fiber-wireleess communications such aas reconfiguraable microwavve signal
filtering and squint-free
s
radiio beamsteering in phased arrray antennas [22,3].
A group-index-variable delay line, as
a opposed too length-variabble TTDLs, iimplies a
variation in th
he propagation
n velocity of th
he optical fiberr cores or waveeguides involved [7]. In
the case of a heterogeneous
h
MCF, we can
n achieve a connstant group deelay differencee between
the TTDL saamples, i.e. between adjacen
nt cores, by prroperly designning the disperrsion and
refractive index profile of each single coree, [5,6]. Moreoover, this groupp delay differeence must
feature a lineaarly incremental behavior wiith the optical w
wavelength to assure the tunnability of
the delay linee. The optimization of the hiigher-order disspersion for eaach individual core will
allow to preserve the TTDL
L linear perforrmance for a bbroad optical w
wavelength rannge. This
will guaranteee the viability of the envision
ned delay line as a promisinng optical technnology to
provide both microwave sig
gnal processin
ng and radio oover fiber distrribution withinn a single
optical fiber. Figure 1 illusttrates the ration
nale of a comm
munications appplication scennario built
upon the MCF-based TTDL
L, covering fro
om fiber distribbution over a ppassive opticall network
(PON) to multiple
m
MWP
P signal proceessing functioonalities, suchh as squint-frree radio
beamsteering,, arbitrary wav
veform generatiion and microw
wave signal filttering.

Fig. 1. Application scenario
s
where a single heterogeeneous MCF proovides both fiberr
bution and differen
nt signal processin
ng functionalities oover different opticcal bandwidths.
distrib

In this paper, we report a trench-assisted heterogeneous MCF optimized in terms of
higher-order-dispersion nonlinearities and crosstalk for broadband TTDL operation. For the
first time to our knowledge, we analyze the dispersion slope dependence on the refractive
index profile parameters of each individual core. We then design a particular optimized MCF
where the group delay error due to higher-order-dispersion is minimized and, therefore, the
optical wavelength operation range is increased. Finally, the viability of the designed MCFbased TTDL is demonstrated in the context of microwave signal filtering and optical
beamforming for phased array antennas.
2. Dispersion and crosstalk optimization
2.1 Differential group delay: Spatial and optical wavelength diversities
The design of a heterogeneous MCF to behave as a group-index-variable delay line implies
that each core features an independent group delay with a linear dependence on the optical
wavelength λ, as shown in Fig. 2(c). We can expand the group delay per unit length, τn(λ), as
a third-order Taylor series around an anchor wavelength λ0 as:
τ n ( λ ) = τ n ( λ0 ) + D n ( λ − λ0 ) +

1
2
S n ( λ − λ0 ) ,
2

(1)

where Dn is the chromatic dispersion parameter and Sn the dispersion slope of the core n. For
proper true time delay operability, we must design the refractive index profile of each core
such that, first, Dn increases with the core number in a constantly incremental fashion and,
secondly, we ensure a linear behavior of the group delay along the desired wavelength range.
As Eq. (1) shows, to reduce the quadratic wavelength-dependent term and thus maintain the
linear performance of the TTDL, we must address a rigorous higher-order dispersion analysis
and management. This group-index-variable delay line can actually work on two different
operation regimes whether we exploit the spatial or the optical wavelength diversities [4,5].
The delay difference between adjacent samples, that is, the basic differential delay, obeys a
different law depending on this operation regime and, as consequence, we must address every
regime individually for a proper dispersion optimization.
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Fig. 2. (a) Heterogeneous N-core MCF. (b) Refractive index profile of a trench-assisted core.
(c) Group delay slopes for the N cores showing spatial and optical wavelength diversities.

In the case of spatial diversity, the differential group delay Δτn,n+1 is given by the
propagation difference created between each pair of adjacent cores for a particular optical
wavelength λm:
Δτ n , n +1 ( λm ) = ΔD ( λm − λ0 ) +

S n +1 − S n
2
( λm − λ0 ) ,
2

(2)

where ΔD = Dn+1 - Dn is the incremental dispersion parameter that is kept constant for every
pair of cores. We see from Eq. (2), that the linear wavelength-dependent differential delay is
affected by a quadratic term that depends on the difference between the dispersion slopes of
the cores involved. We can define the differential group delay relative error induced by this

nonlinear variation as the ratio between the second and the first terms of the right-hand side of
Eq. (2), that is:
Δτ n , n +1 ( λm ) rel _ err =

S n +1 − S n
( λm − λ0 ) ,
2 ΔD

(3)

which shows that the detrimental nonlinear effect raised by the dispersion slope variability
increases with the operation wavelength.
When the delay line operates in the optical wavelength diversity domain, the differential
group delay experienced between two contiguous wavelengths (λm, λm+1) in a particular core n
is given by:
Δτ n ( λm , λm +1 ) = Dnδλ + S n ( λ1 − λ0 ) δλ +

1
S n ( 2 m − 1) δλ 2 ,
2

(4)

where δλ = λm+1 – λm is the separation between the two adjacent optical sources, λ1 the
wavelength of the first optical source and 1 ≤ m ≤ M − 1, being M the total number of optical
sources. In this case, the undesired variation on Δτn is characterized by both the linear (δλ)
and the quadratic (δλ2) dependence on the dispersion slope in Eq. (4), leading to a differential
group delay relative error defined as:
Δτ n ( λm , λm +1 ) rel _ err

1


S n  ( λ1 − λ0 ) + ( 2 m − 1) δλ 
2

.
=
Dn

(5)

As Eq. (5) shows, when we exploit the wavelength diversity, the differential group delay
relative error depends on the values of both Sn and Dn of the particular core used. The use of
the spatial diversity, instead, causes this error to depend on the variabilities between cores ΔS
and ΔD, as shown in Eq. (3).
2.2 Dispersion and crosstalk evaluation
The MCF-based TTDL not only requires optimization in terms of true time delay operability,
but also in terms of intercore crosstalk. This implies that, first, both the dispersion parameter
and the dispersion slope of each core must fulfil a set of specific rules for TTDL operability
[5,6], and, secondly, that we must assure a range of core effective indices as to minimize the
intercore crosstalk, [13]. We must, therefore, select the parameters defining the trenchassisted refractive index profile of each core as to satisfy both conditions.
Figure 3 shows the computed dispersion parameter D, dispersion slope S and effective
index neff as a function of the core radius a1 for three representative sets of design parameters
that are defined in Fig. 2(b). Each colored zone corresponds to a particular group of values for
the core-to-cladding relative index difference Δ1, the core-to-trench separation a2 and the
trench width w. The yellow zone is characterized by having high core radii (4.5 ≤ a1 ≤ 6 µm)
and low core-to-cladding relative index differences (0.25 ≤ Δ1 ≤ 0.31%), while the rest of the
parameters are within the range 3 ≤ a2 ≤ 7 µm and 4 ≤ w ≤ 7 µm. The orange areas have
moderate core radii (3.4 ≤ a1 ≤ 5 µm) and core-to-cladding relative index differences (0.33 ≤
Δ1 ≤ 0.39%), for a combination of 2 ≤ a2 ≤ 6 µm and 3 ≤ w ≤ 6 µm. Finally, the blue zones
own low core radii (2 ≤ a1 ≤ 3.4 µm), high core-to-cladding relative index differences (0.72 ≤
Δ1 ≤ 0.8%), and core-to-trench distances and trench widths, respectively, of 2 ≤ a2 and w ≤ 5
µm. In general, the upper and lower limits of each design variable have been carefully
selected as to satisfy, respectively, the single-mode condition and a low level of bend losses,
[13,17]. Furthermore, we observe that a value of a2 above its higher limit will decrease the
value of D below the target range for delay line operability. This target range is chosen in a
way that the values of D are high enough as to reduce the influence of the nonlinearities
raised by S in the wavelength-diversity mode, (see Eq. 5). We must note that quite the

opposite will be found in other applications, such as long-haul high-capacity digital
communications, where the target is to reduce the effect of the chromatic dispersion as much
as possible.
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the possible (a) dispersion parameter D, (b) dispersion slope S and
(c) effective index neff values versus the core radius (a1) for three representative zones
(different colors) that are characterized by a particular set of values of the core-to-cladding
relative index difference (Δ1), core-to-trench distance (a2) and trench width (w).

Since we will consider a 7-core MCF characterized by ΔD = 1 ps/(km·nm), we must
assure first a range of dispersion parameter values up to D7 – D1 = 6 ps/(km·nm) to
implement a 7-sample delay line. From Fig. 3(a) we observe that, as long as the core radius
increases, the range of dispersion values available decreases, limiting the number of samples
that could offer the designed delay line. Secondly, from the previous section, we learned that
to reach broadband delay line operability we must: (1) reduce the dispersion slope variability
Sn+1 – Sn between cores as much as possible for spatial-diversity operation (Eq. (3)); and (2)
assure a dispersion parameter value D as high as possible for the wavelength-diversity regime
(Eq. (5)). From Figs. 3 (a) and (b), we see that increasing the core radius leads to a lower
dispersion slope variability and also to higher values of the dispersion parameter D. Thus, we
conclude that the optimum zone regarding TTDL operation is the one marked in orange,
which allows the required 6 ps/(km·nm) dispersion range with the highest dispersion
parameter values and the lowest dispersion slope variability possible.
One of the major challenges found in the design of heterogeneous MCFs is actually the
management of the crosstalk dependence on the phase-matching condition between the
dissimilar cores when the fiber is bent, [8-12]. To prevent this phase-matching effect, the
applied bend curvature radius must be larger than the fiber threshold bending radius, which is
defined as the highest radius than can actually induce phase match [10-12]. This threshold
bending radius is inversely proportional to the difference between the effective refractive
indices of two adjacent cores, [13]. A 7-core MCF with hexagonal disposition requires at least
3 types of cores with similar effective indices to maximize the effective index difference and
thus reduce the threshold bending radius. Bend-insensitive MCFs require a minimum
effective index difference between adjacent cores of 0.1% for a 35-µm core pitch, [14].
Keeping this in mind, we should choose a design zone that assures a range of effective index
differences above 0.2%. In this regard, Fig. 3(c) shows that the areas with low core radii (blue
zone) are the optimum ones in terms of intercore crosstalk. However, we must keep in mind
that we need to fulfil (to the greatest extent possible) the requirements for both delay line
operation and intercore crosstalk. Therefore, we finally choose the orange design area as the
candidate to build the proposed dispersion- and crosstalk-engineered MCF.
Once we have identified the range of parameters that enable linear true time delay
characteristics with the best crosstalk performance possible, we will carefully evaluate the

influence of the core and trench refractive index profile on the behavior of both the higherorder dispersion and the effective index.
We analyze in first place the behavior of the dispersion slope S. Actually, as far as we
know, this analysis is the first one carried out for trench-assisted core configurations and
provides a useful tool for the design of both homogeneous and heterogeneous MCFs, not only
in the context of MWP signal processing, but also for digital communications and sensing
applications. Fig. 4(a) shows the dependence of the computed dispersion slope S with the
core-to-trench distance a2 for a 4-μm trench width w and three significant core radii a1 (3.4,
4.3 and 5.0 μm plotted in different colors) and core-to-cladding relative index difference Δ1
(0.33, 0.36 and 0.39% in different line styles). We observe that an increase in a1 results in a
shorter range of variability for S, as we have previously deduced from Fig. 3(b), while an
increase in Δ1 has a similar but less significant effect. We find as well that the core-to-trench
distance a2 is the parameter that induces the highest variation on the dispersion slope,
provided that a1 is small enough. Fig. 4(b) illustrates the computed dispersion slope behavior
against the core-to-trench distance for different values of the trench width with fixed values of
a1 = 4 μm and Δ1 = 0.36%. In this case, wider trenches result in a negligible increment on S
for high values of a2, which gradually gains relevance as a2 decreases.
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Fig. 4. Dispersion slope dependence on the core-to-trench distance a2 versus (a) different core
radii a1 (color lines) and core-to-cladding relative index differences Δ1 (line styles) for a fixed
trench width w = 4 μm; and (b) different trench widths for a1 = 4 μm and Δ1 = 0.36%.

The next step in the optimization technique is the management of the crosstalk and its
sensitivity against fiber curvatures. This requires a design of the refractive index profile as to
maximize the effective index difference between adjacent cores. Fig. 5(a) shows the
dependence of the effective index neff with the core radius a1 and the core-to-trench relative
index difference Δ1. We see that increasing a1 and/or Δ1 leads to higher effective indices. In
this case, we can achieve a variation up to 0.15% by varying both a1 and Δ1 (for a fixed a2 = 4
µm and w = 4 µm). Fig. 5(b) illustrates the effective index variation as a function of both a2
and w for a1 = 4 µm and Δ1 = 0.36%. We see here that the effective index is not affected by a
variation in w at all, while it raises as the core-to-trench distance increases. Actually, the
separation between the core and the trench affects in a similar trend both the effective index
and the dispersion slope in the sense that, as long as this distance is kept in a small range (up
to 3 µm), a small change causes the higher variation on the effective index. All in all, only a
maximum effective index variation of around 0.02% can be achieved by tuning a2. As a
consequence, we conclude that the core region of the refractive index profile (defined by both
a1 and Δ1) has the biggest influence on the effective index, as compared to the trench region.

a)

b)

neff = 1.45365

1.45360

1.45355

1.45350

1.45345

Fig. 5. Effective index dependence on (a) the core radius a1 versus the core-to-cladding relative
index difference Δ1 for a core-to-trench distance a2 = 4 µm and trench width w = 4 µm; and (b)
the trench width w versus the core-to-trench distance a2 for a1 = 4 µm and Δ1 = 0.36%.

2.3 Design optimization in terms of higher-order dispersion
Once evaluated the influence of the trench-assisted core refractive index profile on both the
dispersion slope and the effective index, we developed a particular higher-order-dispersionand crosstalk- engineered design that ensures a linear group delay in a broad input wavelength
range. The designed fiber is composed of seven trench-assisted heterogeneous cores (35-µm
core pitch and 125-µm cladding diameter) placed in a hexagonal disposition. By using the
Photon Design numerical software Fimmwave, we obtained a range of D values from 14.75
up to 20.75 ps/(km·nm) with an incremental dispersion ΔD = 1 ps/(km·nm). The fiber
satisfies as well the common group index condition at λ0 = 1550 nm, as reported in [5,6].
Table 1 gathers all the core design variables as well as the computed dispersion slopes,
effective indices and effective areas. The cladding-to-trench relative index was fixed to Δ2 ≈
1% in all cores.
Table 1. Core design parameters and properties for the dispersion-slope-optimized design
Core design parameters

Core Properties

Core
n

a1 (µm)

Δ1 (%)

a2 (µm)

w (µm)

S (ps/(km·nm2))

neff

Aeff (µm2)

1

3.42

0.3864

5.48

3.02

0.06527

1.453384

64

2

3.60

0.3762

5.03

2.61

0.06434

1.453465

66

3

3.62

0.3690

4.35

3.32

0.06496

1.453386

65

4

4.26

0.3588

4.92

4.67

0.06446

1.453881

75

5

3.49

0.3476

2.81

5.41

0.06431

1.452878

59

6

4.79

0.3435

3.35

3.32

0.06425

1.454041

81

7

4.98

0.3333

2.42

4.05

0.06422

1.453979

82

The design technique was carried out by distributing three groups of cores on the crosssectional area of the fiber, where each group comprises cores that feature similar effective
indices. The groups are formed as follows: (group 1) a central or inner core identified with the
lowest effective index; (group 2) three outer cores placed in non-adjacent positions with
intermediate values of the effective index and (group 3) three outer cores placed in alternate
positions as well featuring the highest effective indices. The core labelled as 5 was chosen as
the inner core, having the lowest effective index. To achieve this effective index reduction, its
core radius and core-to-trench distance were reduced, while the trench width was highly
increased and the core-to-cladding relative index difference was set to an intermediate value.

Group 2 is formed by cores 1, 2 and 3, which feature a low core radius, high core-to-cladding
relative index difference and high core-to-trench distance. This leads to a S variability below
0.001 ps/(km·nm2) and an effective index around 1.4534. Cores 4, 6 and 7 constitute the
group 3. They are characterized by a higher core radius, lower core-to-cladding relative index
difference and lower core-to-trench distance to keep the low S variability along all the cores.
The design of the MCF revealed an important tradeoff between the dispersion slope and
the effective index difference between adjacent cores in the sense that maximizing the
effective index difference increases the range of variability of the dispersion slope. Fig. 6
shows the computed dispersion slope versus the effective index for the set of design
parameters that satisfy the target true time delay line requirements, i.e., common group index
and dispersion requirements. Each small circle in the figure corresponds to the effective index
and the dispersion slope obtained for particular values of the design variables. The seven
different colors are used to distinguish the value of the dispersion parameter D that is actually
linked to a specific core number. Filled squares represent each of the designed cores, named
as C1-C7 respectively for cores 1 to 7. We see here how the magnitude of the dispersion slope
is reduced as the effective index decreases, leading to an increment on the dispersion slope
variability between the core featuring the lowest effective index (i.e., C5) and the rest. As
shown, all the cores of the optimized MCF (i.e., filled squares) have the highest effective
index possible, presenting at the same a dispersion slope with the most similar values. On the
other hand, we observe that the intercore crosstalk behavior can improve if the limitation on
the maximum dispersion slope variability becomes less restrictive. Therefore, we propose to
develop a second heterogeneous MCF in which we prioritize the effective index optimization
over the dispersion slope optimization, so that we can compare both structures in terms of
crosstalk and TTDL operation and choose the proper one for a given application scenario.

(2)

C5

C3(2) C1=C1
C2(2) C3

C4
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C7(2) C6(2)
C7 C6
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Fig. 6. Relationship between the computed dispersion slopes S and effective indices neff for a
group index of 1.4755 and dispersion values D ranging from 14.75 up to 20.75 ps/(km·nm),
plotted in different colored circles. Filled squares illustrate the S and neff of cores 1-7 for the
particular dispersion-slope-optimized MCF, while filled triangles for the effective-indexoptimized MCF.

2.4 Design optimization in terms of intercore crosstalk
We present here a new particular design that prioritizes the optimization of the effective index
over optimization of the dispersion slope. This MCF share the same TTDL requirements and
characteristics, (such as the range of dispersion parameters D and the common group index)

as the previous design reported in subsection 2.3. Table 2 gathers the core design parameters
and propagation properties. The main difference between both fibers is that the core with the
lowest effective index (core 5) is designed as to minimize the value of the effective index
rather than to reduce the dispersion slope variability. This way, all the core radius, core-tocladding relative index difference and core-to-trench distance have been reduced to achieve
an effective index close to 1.4525, leading to a maximum dispersion slope variability between
adjacent cores at least six times higher. Fig. 5 shows actually the comparison between the
effective indices and dispersion slopes of both designs, where the cores of this new design are
identified with filled triangles and the superscript (2). This figure is very helpful to illustrate
the tradeoff between S and neff that actually exists in heterogeneous MCFs. On one hand, this
tradeoff limits the maximum effective index difference that we can reach if our goal is to
reduce the variability in the values of the higher-order dispersion and, on the other hand, it
limits the minimum range of dispersion slope values that we can obtain when our goal is to
optimize the fiber in terms of crosstalk.
Table 2. Core design parameters and properties for the effective-index-optimized design
Core design parameters

Core Properties

Core
n

a1 (µm)

Δ1 (%)

a2 (µm)

w (µm)

S (ps/(km·nm2))

neff

Aeff (µm2)

1

3.42

0.3864

5.48

3.02

0.06527

1.453384

64

2

3.40

0.3762

4.68

3.66

0.06591

1.453273

63

3

3.50

0.3690

4.22

4.45

0.06593

1.453270

63

4

4.59

0.3588

5.62

2.14

0.06293

1.454129

81

5

3.41

0.3476

2.20

4.09

0.05915

1.452534

56

6

4.89

0.3435

3.50

3.62

0.06451

1.454126

83

7

5.00

0.3333

2.51

5.12

0.06467

1.454012

83

From both Table 1 and Table 2, we see, as expected, that the effective area Aeff increases
with the core radius. Actually, the effective areas are gathered around two values: 60 µm2 for
groups of cores 1 and 2, and 80 µm2 for group 3. Since the fiber-wireless scenarios that we
consider for the MCF-based distributed signal processing approach will require link lengths
usually not greater than 20 km and low levels of optical power, we can discard the existence
of nonlinear optical effects, such as the Kerr effect, [15].
3. True time delay operation and crosstalk validation
Once both the higher-order-dispersion-optimized and the crosstalk-optimized fibers are
designed, we will evaluate their performance in terms of true time delay line operation and
intercore crosstalk robustness against curvatures.
3.1 True time delay line operation
The performance evaluation of both sampled true time delay lines will be focused only on the
spatial diversity mode of operation. Since both fibers share identical TTDL properties (such
as the dispersion parameter D), they will feature a very similar differential group delay
relative error (as given by Eq. (5)) when we work in the wavelength-diversity regime.
Therefore, the evaluation of the wavelength diversity regime is not included here.
Figure 7(a) shows the computed group delay for each core as a function of the optical
wavelength for both fiber designs. We observe here that the first requirement for TTDL
operation is totally fulfilled, that is, all of the cores share a common group index (and thus
common group delay) at the anchor wavelength λ0 = 1550 nm, [4,5]. To a great extent, the
second requirement, i.e. linearly incremental group delay slopes, is also achieved in both
fibers. Figs. 7(b) and (c) illustrate the differential group delay due to the nonlinear terms of
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Fig. 8. Cross-sectional fiber view for (a) the effective-index-optimized and (b) the dispersionslope-optimized designs; (c) Computed crosstalk as a function of the bending radius for the
effective-index (solid red) and dispersion-slope-optimized designs (dashed blue).

4. Application to Microwave Photonics distributed signal processing
The developed MCF-based delay lines will serve as a compact and energy efficient solution
to implement a variety of MWP signal processing functionalities that will be especially
demanded in fiber-wireless communications networks and subsystems. As a proof of concept,
we evaluate here their performance as distributed signal processing elements when they are
applied to two particularly demanded Microwave Photonics functionalities: tunable
microwave signal filtering and optical beamforming for phased array antennas, [2,3]. We will
show the importance of properly engineering the higher-order dispersion of the heterogeneous
MCF in terms of broadband TTDL operation. We will compare the designs described in
section 3 to the ideal responses given by the linear parts of Eqs. (2) and (4) when applying,
respectively, the space-diversity or the wavelength-diversity operation regimes. The block
diagrams describing how to implement both the filter and the beamforming network from the
MCF-based TTDL can be found in [4].
4.1 Microwave signal filtering
A frequency filtering effect over RF signals results from combining and collectively
photodetecting (with a single receiver) the delayed signal samples coming from the TTDL
output. This incoherent Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter is then characterized by a
transfer function H(f) that is given by, [3]:

H ( f ) =  n = 0 an e− jn 2π f Δτ ,
N −1

(6)

where an is the weight (amplitude and phase) corresponding to the nth sample and f the RF
frequency. The frequency period or Free Spectral Range (FSR) of the microwave filter is
given by FSR = 1/∆τ, where ∆τ is the basic differential delay of the TTDL as defined in
section 2.
We evaluate the performance of a TTDL implemented with a 10-km MCF comparing both
space and wavelength modes of operation. Figs. 8(a)-(d) illustrate de computed transfer
function H of the microwave filter as a function of the RF frequency when the TTDL operates
in wavelength diversity. We compare here the response of the filters implemented with the
designed TTDLs (blue-solid line) to the ideal response (red-dashed line) obtained by setting S
to zero in the basic differential delay given by Eq. (4). As commented before, we obtain the
same performance in both dispersion- and crosstalk-optimized fibers when we exploit
diversity in optical wavelength. Fig. 9(a) correspond to the case when we use an array of M =
5 lasers from λ = 1550 up to 1554 nm with a 1-nm separation. We see a perfect match
between the responses from the ideal and the designed delay elements. If we increase the

wavelength range up to 1590-1594 nm, we observe a considerable mismatch between both
responses, as shown in Fig. 9(b). This is caused by the linear δλ-dependence of S in Eq. (4)
(second term in right-hand side). However, this linear displacement does not distort the filter
shape, so we could compensate a priori this effect by taking into account this wavelength
displacement when designing the TTDL. Actually, we can re-tune the response by properly
managing the operation wavelengths of the lasers, as shown in Fig. 9(c) when the separation
between the input wavelengths is reduced down to 0.89. We can as well compensate that
effect by increasing the number of lasers, as shown Fig. 9(d) for M = 10. Note that the optical
wavelength shift δλ’ that compensates this displacement can be easily obtained from Eq. (4)
as:

δλ ' =

Dn
δλ .
Dn + Sn ( λ1 − λ0 )

(7)

Figs. 9(e)-(h) represent the computed transfer function H of the microwave filter working
in spatial diversity when we compare: (1) the MCF optimized in terms of higher-order
dispersion (blue solid lines); (2) the MCF optimized in terms of effective index (green solid
lines) and (3) the ideal response (red dashed lines). The 10-km MCF length results in a Free
Spectral Range of (e) 10 GHz for an operation wavelength of λ = 1560 nm, (f) 4 GHz for an
operation wavelength of λ = 1575 nm, (g) 2 GHz for λ = 1600 nm and (h) 1 GHz for λ = 1650
nm. As shown, the dispersion-slope-optimized fiber overcomes the limitations induced by the
nonlinear effects even for a wavelength range up to 100 nm, while the filter response for theeffective index-optimized fiber is highly degraded for operation wavelengths above 1575 nm.
a)
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the computed wavelength-diversity transfer function H as a function of
the RF frequency for both designs (blue solid line) and the ideal filter (red dashed line) for a
10-km fiber: (a)-(b) set of 5 lasers with a 1-nm separation at an initial wavelength λ1 of (a)
1550 nm and (b) 1590 nm; (c)-(d) 0.89-nm wavelength separation and λ1 = 1590 nm for (c) 5
lasers and (d) 10 lasers. Comparison of the computed spatial-diversity H between the
dispersion-optimized (blue solid line), the effective-index-optimized (green solid line) and the
ideal filters (red dashed line) for a 10-km fiber at an operation wavelength of (e) 1560 nm, (f)
1575 nm, (g) 1600 nm and (h) 1650 nm.

4.2 Optical beamforming for phased array antennas
Optical beamforming networks are implemented using a similar configuration as in
microwave signal filtering, with the particularity that each delayed sample is individually
photodetected by an independent receiver and, then, feeds one of the radiating elements that
conformed the phased array antenna, [2]. In the case of 1D architectures, the normalized
angular far-field pattern of the radiated electric field, or array factor AF(θ), is given by [18]

AF (θ ) =  n = 0 an e
N −1

− j 2π nν ( Δτ − d x sin(θ )/ c )

,

(8)

where θ is the far field angular coordinate, ν is the optical frequency (ν = c/λ0) and dx is the
spacing between adjacent radiating elements. From Eq. (8), the direction θ0 of maximum
radiated energy can be adjusted by tuning the basic differential delay since Δτ = dx sin (θ0) / c.
We will evaluate the influence of the nonlinearities arisen from both MCFs when they are
applied as the TTDL implementing the optical beamforming network for a phased array
antenna characterized by dx = 3 cm, a 5-GHz RF frequency signal and a link length of 10 km.
As we have pointed out in the previous microwave filtering analysis, when we operate in
wavelength diversity, the nonlinearities arisen in the basic differential delay (term
proportional to δλ in the second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (4)) can be further
compensated. Then, for simplicity, our evaluation here focuses only on the use of the spatial
diversity. We compare again the dispersion-optimized MCF (blue solid lines), the effectiveindex-optimized fiber (green solid lines) and the ideal response (red dashed lines). Fig. 10(a)
shows the computed array factor as a function of the beam pointing angle (in degrees) in both
polar coordinates (left) and decibels (right) at an operation wavelength of λm = 1570 nm. We
see that, for a 20-nm wavelength range (anchor wavelength λ0 = 1550 nm), the array factor
offered by the effective-index-optimized MCF is slightly mismatched from the ideal one,
while the one given by the dispersion-slope-optimized fiber matches it perfectly. If the
operation wavelength is increased up to 1600 nm, Fig. 10(b) shows that the array factor is
highly degraded when we use the effective-index-optimized fiber, but stays practically
unaltered when we resort to the dispersion-slope-optimized fiber instead.
a)

λ = 1570 nm

b)

λ = 1600 nm
Fig. 10. Comparison between the computed array factor (AF) as a function of the beam
pointing angle (in degrees) for the dispersion-slope-optimized MCF (blue solid line), the
effective-index-optimized design (green solid line) and the ideal delay line for a 10-km fiber
with a λRF/2-separation between antennas for a RF frequency of 5 GHz at an operation
wavelength of (a) 1570 nm and (b) 1600 nm. Left: in polar coordinates; Right: in decibels.
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6. Conclusions
We have presented a trench-assisted heterogeneous multicore fiber optimized in terms of
higher-order dispersion that is designed to operate as a broadband tunable delay line for
radiofrequency signals. For the first time to our knowledge, we have analyzed the influence of
the core and trench refractive index profiles on the dispersion slope of a multicore fiber. This
allows us to optimize the performance of the multicore fiber in terms of the propagation
nonlinearities that affect the group delay of each one of the cores. In general, the optimization
provides a useful tool for the design of any type of multicore fiber for a variety of
applications, including long-haul high-capacity broadband communications or chromatic
dispersion compensation techniques. In the particular application scenario of microwave
signal processing for fiber-wireless networks, this optimization is essential for the
implementation of sampled true time delay lines that can operate in a broad optical
wavelength range, giving support to different functionalities in the same single optical fiber.
The investigation of both the dispersion slope and the effective index revealed an important
tradeoff between minimizing the sensitivity of the intercore crosstalk against fiber curvatures
and the nonlinearities in terms of the propagation group delay. We have designed and
compared a dispersion-slope-optimized design and an effective-index-optimized design in
order to demonstrate the importance of a proper management of the dispersion slope of the
cores. The MCF optimized in terms of higher-order dispersion ensures a delay relative error
below 5% for an optical wavelength range up to 100 nm and a crosstalk level below -80 dB
for bending radii larger than 103 mm. We demonstrated the viability of this optical fiber as
linear true time delay line when it is applied to microwave signal filtering and optical
beamforming in phased array antennas.
This work opens the way towards the development of distributed signal processing for
microwave and millimeter-wave signals in a single optical fiber where a variety of
functionalities can be implemented exploiting different optical wavelength bands. Future
fiber-wireless access networks will benefit the proposed multicore fiber approach in terms of:
(1) compactness as compared to a set of parallel singlecore singlemode fibers, (2)
performance stability against mechanical or environmental conditions and (3) operation
versatility offered by the simultaneous use of the spatial- or wavelength-diversity domains.
.

